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30 April 2010: The official inauguration of the 
new Regupol tartan® track erected by sports 
floor manufacturer BSW on the training grounds 
used by star sprinter Usain Bolt on the campus 
of the University of the West Indies in Kingston, 
Jamaica. The new synthetic track gives Bolt and 
his team colleagues an IAAF-certified class II 
competition track with ideal training conditions 
that is also used to hold athletics meets. A team 
of BSW employees performed and supervised 
the work, from producing the sub-base through 
to applying the lines.

In next-to-no time an asphalt layer was pro-
duced pursuant to IAAF standards to create a 
sub-base for the Regupol® AG synthetic track. 
As a reflection of the successes enjoyed by 
Usain Bolt on the blue Regupol tartan® track 
in Berlin‘s Olympic Stadium during the World 
Championships in athletics, the University of the 
West Indies also chose a blue wearing surface 
for the new running track. One special aspect is 
the procedure used in the so-called „high-stress 
areas“. The areas that see the greatest use from 
the first-rated athletes, i.e. where they do most 
of their running and where they train their starts 
and relay-exchanges, have been given a special 
finish to cope with the high-stress use.

„I love Regupol® tracks“ says Usain Bolt

Construction of the track is part of the adver-
tising contract between BSW and Usain Bolt 
as celebrity endorsement for the company‘s 
sports floor products. After winning his races 
at the world championships in Berlin on the 
Regupol tartan® track, Bolt is so convinced of 
Regupol‘s quality that he agreed immediate-
ly to cooperate with BSW. The IAAF certified 
Regupol® competition track in the „Usain Bolt 
stadium“ provides also for further improving the 
records he achieved in Berlin, as records run 
here will also be fully recognised. The track will 
be used for training not only by Bolt and his 
team colleagues in the „Racers Track Club“ but 
also by top athletes from all over the world who 
come here to train and run in competitions. The 
new top-ranking track brings the University of 
the West Indies a good step closer to its goal of 
having the best sports facility in the Caribbean. 
During the inauguration ceremony, BSW‘s CEO 
Ulf Pöppel emphasised that the track would 
help the Jamaicans to continue producing the 
world‘s best sprinters, just as Brazil produces 
world-class footballers and the USA the best 
basketball players.

New training track for Usain Bolt and his team 
colleagues
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Only weeks after Usain‘s furios world records in Berlin, Peter Breuer met with him to hand him a piece of the Berlin track ... 
and a proposal ...

6 weeks later they met again in Kingston together with Coach 
Glenn Mills ...

... and with the two key people to realize the project on UWI 
premises ... Grace Jackson and Devon Smith.

Regupol tartan®

Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
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... the containers from Germany with the new Regupol® track 
materials had arrived at site already.

Beginning of base preparation at UWI. Devon Smith is happy!

And while Usain still trained on the worn-out MONDO-track 
at Stadium East ...
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
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Site meetings at night after a long day.
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
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All civil engineering works were designed, controlled and supervised by BSW-engineers.
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
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Concrete-, drainage-, base- and asphalt works by „Infinite Concrete“ contractors from Montego Bay.



BSW-engineer Bert Hammes in action. Bitumen primer is 
applied over rock base.
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
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First layer of asphalt ...

... and second.
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
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Mobile laser unit attached to paver.

Super-levelled paving! 0.4 % slope in the D-areas, 0.8 % on the track.



Laser-Controlled paving to meet IAAF specifications.

Steeple chase construction.

Mobilization by BSW staff.
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First rolls of Regupol® pad glued down.

Peter Vestweber and Demian Moe making sure things are in order.

First seal coat applied, ready to start „reinforced“ areas.
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
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Usain‘s Coach Glen Mills comes by every day to inspect the ongoing works. He is very happy to get a state-of-the-art Regupol® track.



Detailed workmenship.
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Reinforcing „high-stress-areas“.
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Final layer of „Berlin-Blue“ wearcoat.
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About 1.000 to 2.000 sqm are completed per workday.
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Finished, surveyed and line-striped track.



... “the BOLT“ ...

A reception for the VIP‘s the night before the opening of the new track.

The two VVIP‘s Grace and Usain.

Local dignitaries from UWI.
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
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The new proud owners with the makers of their new track.

Usain, Grace Jackson and Sergio Schildt.



The UWI principle, Mr. Gordon Shirley and Devon Smith, head 
of engineering / construction division of UWI.

Opening ceremony.

Coach Glen Mills arrived in best mood.
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
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FIFA Architect Rainer Ernst.

The star arrives.
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Sergio Schildt and John Aten.



Speeches ... by Usain, ...

A “full house“ for the ceremony.

Right to left: Ricky Simms, Usain‘s track manager, John Aten, 
VP Sales and George Soukas, CEO both Regupol America LLC.

Minister of Sports, “Babsi“ Olivia Grange.
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
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... and the Coach ... ... and everyone is happy.

... by Grace Jackson ...

And a real big chunk of the track for the Principal by CEO Ulf Pöppel and Peter Breuer.
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TV Interviews.

Ribbon cutting by dignitaries ...

... and the first 100 meters by Usain and the Racers Club ... 
and other “joggers“.
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
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Everybody is happy ... ... especially the owners of the new and beautiful track ...

Small talk with VIP‘s from Trinidad.

... the “Regupol“-gang too!
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
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Usain with the stars of tomorrow. Regupol® feels great!

The local workforce with Usain! Proud to be part of this venture!
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
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Photo shooting with the fastest man on earth.

... and the coach starts using the track.



Lets use it!

Relaxed and happy after the event ... Usain and Grace.

Usain with Alex Bald.

Alex, Grace and Peter.
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Usain Bolt‘s Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the 
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And almost exactly one year later BSW has 
built (in a record time of approx. 4 months) 
a new Regupol tartan® athletic track at the 
National Stadium which is located at „Inde-
pendence Park“ sports and cultural complex 
in Kingston, Jamaica.

The job came about primarily because of 
the outstanding experience the Jamaican 
athletes have already made with the Regu-
pol tartan® athletic track at the Usain Bolt 
stadium at Mona Campus. Additionally the 
Jamaican sports ministry was convinced by 
BSW’s fast and trouble-free installation pro-
cess at the UWI facility, which now serves 
Usain Bolt and Coach Glenn Mills‘ Racers 
Club as their home training ground.

The project also included the removal of 

an existing worn-out track, as well as the 
paving a new asphalt base that had to meet 
IAAF Class I standards. The new Regupol 
tartan® track has the same typical blue 
color as Usain Bolt’s training track and the 
track at Berlin’s Olympic Stadium. Of course 
it does meet the IAAF requirements and has 
been tested and certified CLASS I.

„I am also happy that apart from having a 
new track, we now have a class one track 
that can host major world athletics events, 
which is an upgrade from the class two 
track, which we had before.“ says Olivia 
Grange, Jamaica‘s minister of Youth, Sport 
and Culture in an interview with the „Jamai-
ca Gleaner“.

Regupol® AG Athletic Track of the 
National Stadium, Independence Park 
Kingston, Jamaica

Regupol tartan® Athletics Tracks



Regupol tartan®

National Stadium, Kingston, Jamaica
The previously existing track...

Athletics Tracks

... and had to be removed ...
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... was in a disasterous state.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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Engineer Bert Hammes affixed a mobile laser unit to the local asphalt paver.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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Bert Hammes checking levels with local engineers of „Infinity 
Concrete“.

... and a new asphalt base was paved.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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Perfect levels, zero tolerances. Beyond IAAF requirements!

Yet another example of a perfect job by local contractors...
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
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... with constant hands-on-supervision by BSW.

Proud paving staff.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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Start of Regupol®-pad installation.

Shot put circle.

Fresh Regupol®-pad from Germany.
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Long-triple jump.

Surface drainage in the curves.

Pole-vault.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
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A special PU-adhesive is manually applied...

... manually, to make sure that the adhesion is perfekt on every spot ot the track.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
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Mixing station for the 2-part-PU-adhesive.

... and the Regupol® mat is placed into the fresh adhesive.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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Surface drainage at curves.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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First sealcoat and re-inforcing layers.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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In the start-area yet another re-inforing layer of EPDM and PU...
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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... as well as the long-triple-jump and other field events.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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The wear coat! The last layer of special PU and EPDM granules.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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Color: “Berlin-Blue“.

Local workforce in action.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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After PU has cured, excessiv granules are being collected...

... and the surface is thoroughly cleaned to receive the track markings.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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Finished Regupol® AG surface, ready to be surveyed and striped.

Details by Dietmar Jäkel and Peter Vestweber.
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The pole-vault covers are being taped to receive their coating.
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A perfect lining job by Matthew Cohen.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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And beside, the boards for long-triple-jump are being prepared.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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Coated boards ready to be inserted.
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Regupol® AG Athletic Track at the National Stadium, 
Kingston, Jamaica
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The Jamaican Invitational Trackmeet 2011.
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Stadium East, Independence Park - Kings-
ton, Jamaica - the training and warm-up 
track for the National Stadium of Jamaica.

As in the National Stadium, here too, the 
existing track surface was in a disastrous 
state.

Since the track would not need an IAAF-
Certification - and the budget was tight in 
any way - the surface was repaired, ground 
down to the base mat and re-coated with a 
Regupol® AG RC surface.

Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park

Regupol tartan® Athletics Tracks



Regupol tartan®

The previously existing track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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Worn down.

Cracked and hard like concrete.
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The previously existing track at the Stadium East, Training 
Facility at Independence Park, Kingston, Jamaica

Athletics Tracks

Not usable anymore...
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park

Athletics Tracks

Special grinding equipment was brought to the island...
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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... and the cracked and brittle wearing surface was removed.
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park

Athletics Tracks

Bubbles and holes were repaired and filled to mat-level.
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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A special bonding agent and a first thick PU-layer are applied.
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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Mixing station.
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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Re-inforcing high-stress areas.
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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Details taken care of.
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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A thick, fresh and lasting wearing surface has been applied over the entire track surface!
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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Surveying and line-marking as usual.
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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Regupol® AG RC Athletic Track at „Stadium East“, 
Independence Park
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A few Regupol tartan® references all over the world

Regupol tartan® References Athletics Tracks



Olympic Stadium, Berlin, Germany Bernado W. Werner Stadium, Blumenau, Brazil

Olympic Sports Complex, Moscow, Russia

Regupol tartan® References Athletics Tracks

Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Tender Texts, Technical Information, Certificates
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National indoor Training Centre, Hanover, Germany

Estadio Nacional, Lima, Peru National Stadium, Gaborone, South Africa

mailto:t.beitzel@berleburger.de
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Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Tender Texts, Technical Information, Certificates

Stadium “Ernst Abbe“, Jena, Germany

Stadium Erzgebirge Aue, Germany

Governo do Estado do Paraná, Fundepar, Brazil

Training Center E. C. Pinheiros, Sao Paulo, Brazil

International Stadium, Aleppo, Syria Stadium Urumqi, China
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Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Tender Texts, Technical Information, Certificates
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Indoor track field Ahorn Sportpark, Paderborn, 
Germany

Bomag Stadium, Boppard-Buchenau, Germany

COTP Stadium, Sao Paulo, Brazil Royal Bafokeng Stadium, Rustenburg, South Africa

Stadium Neuenrade, Germany Sportforum Leipzig, Germany

mailto:t.beitzel@berleburger.de
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Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Tender Texts, Technical Information, Certificates

Stadium “An der Wipper“, Frankenhausen, 
Germany

Stadium Steigerwald, Erfurt, Germany

Jahnstadium, Göttingen, GermanyNational Stadium, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

mailto:t.beitzel@berleburger.de
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www.berleburger.com: Tender Texts, Technical Information, Certificates
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In recently published statements, the undefeated world record 
holder and world champion in the 100 m and 200 m sprints 
as well as world champion with the Jamaican 4 x 100 m relay 
team, Usain Bolt has found nothing but good words for his 
Regupol tartan track in Jamaica.

“My Regupol track at UWI has been sizzling. The improved 
performances by each athlete shows the work being done 
on the track...”

“This track has allowed us to do all the speed training 
required to perform on the big day…”

„The track recently showed some wear in the start and other 
high stress areas. Well, we really chew it up with our spike 
shoes. A Regupol - technician fixed it within a couple of 
days. The repaired areas do perform like the rest of the 
track. This product is great.“

„I am doing my daily training on the Regupol track for over 
4 years now and it feels like it‘s brand new.“

Endorsement by Usain Bolt (October 2014)

Regupol tartan® Endorsement



Regupol tartan® Endorsement

Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Tender Texts, Technical Information, Certificates

After Jamaica dominates the sprint disciplines at the London 
2012 Olympics again, with Gold and Silver for Usain Bolt and 
Yohan Blake in the 100 m, Gold, Silver and Bronze for Bolt, 
Blake and Warren Weir in the 200 m and the Gold Medal with 
a new World Record for the Jamaican 4 x 100 m relay team 
(Nesta Carter, Michael Frater, Yohan Blake and Usain Bolt), 
legendary Coach Glen Mills made the following statement on 
Sunday, August 12, 2012, the last day of the Olympic Games:

„The Regupol® track at our training- and performance 
center at UWI Mona has definitely contributed to the fine 
performance of our athletes in London.

Bolt, Blake and all members of my „Racers Track Club“ 
do enjoy their daily training on the Regupol® AG-track. 
The surface performes great and is most consistant! I am 
getting zero complaints from any of our athletes and what 
is even more important, we have not had any injuries ever 
since we do our training on the Regupol® track! Training 
conditions could not be better!

I can highly recommend the use of Regupol® surfaces for 
training and competition to any coach in the world!“

Endorsement by Coach Glen Mills

The University of the West Indies (UWI) training facility, used 
by Usain Bolt and the „Racers Track Club“, received a new 
Regupol tartan® track in April 2010.
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Büro Rainer Ernst 
Landschaftsarchitekt 

	  
	  
	  
	  
 
 
 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN	  
	  
	  
	  
Büro Rainer Ernst • Landgrafenstraße 16 • 60486 Frankfurt am Main	   12. Mai 2010 
	  
	  
	  
 
Re.: Regupol® Running Track Olympic Stadium Berlin/Germany 
 
 
Dear Sirs 
 
As the leading and responsible Landscape Architect for the remodelling of the Berlin 
Olympic Stadium, which took place to accommodate the FIFA World Championship 2006 as 
well as the IAAF World Championship 2009 I can confirm with great pleasure that the new 
synthetic running track and all other synthetic floor coverings at the stadium have been 
supplied and installed solely by BSW (Berleburger Schaumstoffwerk GmbH, Bad 
Berleburg/Germany). 
 
All competition- and non-competition areas have been fitted with BSW's outstanding IAAF-
approved synthetic running track system called REGUPOL®. All products have been 
supplied by BSW. 
 
The installation as well as the supervision of all products has been performed throughout the 
initial installation as well as the re-coating before the IAAF World Championships by BSW – 
personnel.  
 
The running track has been tested and certified twice by an independent IAAF – accredited 
testing institute according to the latest IAAF regulations. All REGUPOL® surfaces, installed 
at the Berlin Olympic Stadium have been certified by IAAF to meet their requirements in all 
respect (IAAF Certificate No.: S-99-0011). BSW has at all times fulfilled it's commitments 
and obligations. BSW has further provided the warranty for product and workmanship per 
requirement. 
 
The challenging task for BSW to provide a Polyurethane material for the re-coating before the 
IAAF World Championships which would still provide for meeting all IAAF standards has 
been accomplished quickly and with great success! 
 
The REGUPOL® track at the "Olympia Stadion Berlin" has ever since been the "flagship" 
among European stadium facilities. It is needless to say that we are very proud to be the 
architectural firm that has planned and executed this project which does include the running 

Landschaftsarchitekt Dipl.-Ing. Rainer Ernst • Landgrafenstraße 16 • 60486 Frankfurt am Main • Tel. +49-(0)69-7 94 00 30 • Fax +49(0)69-79 40 03 33 
e-Mail: LA.RainerErnst@t-online.de 
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supplied by BSW. 
 
The installation as well as the supervision of all products has been performed throughout the 
initial installation as well as the re-coating before the IAAF World Championships by BSW – 
personnel.  
 
The running track has been tested and certified twice by an independent IAAF – accredited 
testing institute according to the latest IAAF regulations. All REGUPOL® surfaces, installed 
at the Berlin Olympic Stadium have been certified by IAAF to meet their requirements in all 
respect (IAAF Certificate No.: S-99-0011). BSW has at all times fulfilled it's commitments 
and obligations. BSW has further provided the warranty for product and workmanship per 
requirement. 
 
The challenging task for BSW to provide a Polyurethane material for the re-coating before the 
IAAF World Championships which would still provide for meeting all IAAF standards has 
been accomplished quickly and with great success! 
 
The REGUPOL® track at the "Olympia Stadion Berlin" has ever since been the "flagship" 
among European stadium facilities. It is needless to say that we are very proud to be the 
architectural firm that has planned and executed this project which does include the running 
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track on which Mr. Usain Bolt of Jamaica ran his two outstanding World Records in 100m 
and 200m. 
 
It is a pleasure for me to confirm further that the cooperation with all BSW staff, whether on 
an administrative-staff-level or on an installation-crew-level has been extremely pleasing, 
productive and very professional at all times! Their work-ethic has by far exceeded our 
expectations. 
 
Please feel free to contact us for further reference at all times. 
 
 
Sincerely 
 
 
Rainer Ernst 
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BSW Berleburger 
Schaumstoffwerk GmbH
Am Hilgenacker 24
57319 Bad Berleburg
Phone +49 2751 803-0
Fax     +49 2751 803-109
info@berleburger.de
www.berleburger.com

Regupol®  

BSW GmbH
(Berleburger Schaumstoffwerk)

has been manufacturing sports surfacing 
and other flooring products for over 40 
years and has been servicing the sports 
and leisure market ever since. But that 
is not all. BSW also offers an extensi-
ve range of technical products for the 

constrution industry. With our advanced 
technology we are also a leader in this 
segment. Regupol® is a registered trade-
mark of BSW. Regupol® is manufactured 
and promoted by BSW based in Germa-
ny, Regupol America LLC and Regupol 
Australia Pty. Ltd.

“I love Regupol® tracks. They are fast, 
they feel the same everywhere on the 
track and they have no joints.“ Usain Bolt
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